
Day One 
Peter Pan: The Boy Who Doesn’t Grow Up
Part 1: Silent read 

 Learn about the boy who won’t grow up. Read silently. 

Are you ready to fly away to Neverland? Peter Pan is a book about children having magical

adventures. In the story, a flying boy named Peter Pan meets Wendy and her brothers. Peter

flies them to the magical island of Neverland.

In Neverland, the children meet Peter’s friends the Lost Boys. Together, they fight pirates and

defeat Captain Hook. They meet a fairy and mermaids. At the end, Wendy takes the children

back to their hometown. All of the children in the story grow up, except for Peter. Peter Pan 

wants to stay a boy forever.

Peter Pan is a very famous character. There have been many movies made about Peter Pan.

The story of Peter Pan is more than 100 years old. But people still put on the play of Peter Pan

every year. There is even a Peter Pan brand of peanut butter.

For many people, Peter Pan represents childhood. The first line of Peter Pan is, “All children,

except one, grow up.” Peter Pan is free and can fly. He is upbeat and likes to have fun with his

friends. He is brave and goes on adventures.

However, Peter Pan is also selfish. He does not worry about anyone else and does not have

responsibilities. At the end of the book, Peter is also alone. The other children grow up and

get married and have their own children. But Peter stays a boy.
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Day One                   // one minute 

Peter Pan: The Boy Who Doesn’t Grow Up 
Part 2: First timed read                WPM ___________

Part 3: Comprehension and discu"ion

Why does Peter Pan represent childhood for many people? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

What is the name of the magical island where Peter Pan takes Wendy and her 

brothers? ___________________________________________________________

Are you ready to fly away to Neverland? Peter Pan is a book about children having magical

adventures. In the story, a flying boy named Peter Pan meets Wendy and her brothers. Peter

flies them to the magical island of Neverland. 41

In Neverland, the children meet Peter’s friends the Lost Boys. Together, they fight pirates and 56

defeat Captain Hook. They meet a fairy and mermaids. At the end, Wendy takes the children 72

back to their hometown. All of the children in the story grow up, except for Peter. Peter Pan 90

wants to stay a boy forever. 96

Peter Pan is a very famous character. There have been many movies made about Peter Pan. 112

The story of Peter Pan is more than 100 years old. But people still put on the play of Peter Pan 133

every year. There is even a Peter Pan brand of peanut butter. 145

For many people, Peter Pan represents childhood. The first line of Peter Pan is, “All children, 161

except one, grow up.” Peter Pan is free and can fly. He is upbeat and likes to have fun with his 182

friends. He is brave and goes on adventures. 190

However, Peter Pan is also selfish. He does not worry about anyone else and does not have 207

responsibilities. At the end of the book, Peter is also alone. The other children grow up and 224

get married and have their own children. But Peter stays a boy. 236
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Day One 
Peter Pan: The Boy Who Doesn’t Grow Up 

Part 4: Phrase-cued reading 

 Read the passage out loud in phrases to your partner.

 Pause at each / mark for a phrase. 

 Also pause at each // mark that shows the end of a sentence. 

 I read the passage in phrases out loud to my partner.

Are you ready to fly away to Neverland? // Peter Pan / is a book about children having 
magical adventures. // In the story, / a flying boy named Peter Pan / meets Wendy and her 
brothers. // Peter flies them to the magical island of Neverland. //  

In Neverland, / the children meet Peter’s friends / the Lost Boys. // Together, / they fight 
pirates / and defeat Captain Hook. // They meet a fairy and mermaids. // At the end, / 
Wendy takes the children back to their hometown. // All of the children in the story grow 
up, / except for Peter. // Peter Pan wants to stay a boy forever. // 

Peter Pan is a very famous character. // There have been many movies made / about Peter 
Pan. // The story of Peter Pan / is more than 100 years old. // But people still put on the 
play of Peter Pan / every year. // There is even / a Peter Pan brand of peanut butter. // 

For many people, / Peter Pan represents childhood. // The first line of Peter Pan is, / “All 
children, / except one, / grow up.” // Peter Pan is free and can fly. // He is upbeat / and 
likes to have fun with his friends. // He is brave and goes on adventures. // 

However, / Peter Pan is also selfish. // He does not worry about anyone else / and does 
not have responsibilities. // At the end of the book, / Peter is also alone. // The other 
children grow up / and get married / and have their own children. // But Peter stays a boy. 
//
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